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Dose to the total body from induced radiation resulting from primary exposure to radiotherapeutic
beams is not detailed in routine treatment planning though this information is potentially important
for better estimates of health risks including secondary cancers. This information can also allow
better management of patient treatment logistics, suggesting better timing, sequencing, and conduct
of treatment. Monte Carlo simulations capable of taking into account all interactions contributing to
the dose to the total body, including neutron scattering and induced radioactivity, provide the most
versatile and accurate tool for investigating these effects. MCNPX code version 2.2.6 with full
IAEA library of photoneutron cross sections is particularly suited to trace not only photoneutrons
but also protons and heavy ion particles that result from photoneutron interactions. Specifically, the
MCNPX code is applied here to the problem of dose calculations in traditional~non-IMRT! photon
beam therapy. Points of calculation are located in the head, where the primary irradiation has been
directed, but also in the superior portion of the torso of the ORNL Mathematical Human Phantom.
We calculated dose contributions from neutrons, protons, deutrons, tritons and He-3 that are pro-
duced at the time of photoneutron interactions in the body and that would not have been accounted
for by conventional radiation oncology dosimetry. ©2003 American Association of Physicists in
Medicine. @DOI: 10.1118/1.1612947#

Key words: photoneutron, neutron dosimetry, whole body dose, dose from heavy charged
particles, Monte Carlo simulation, internal dosimetry, MCNPX
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INTRODUCTION

In radiation therapy, delivery of dose occurs primarily
specific, intentionally exposed regions of the body. Th
regions include the target and volumes of tissue juxtapo
along the path of radiation beams. The dosimetric repres
tations of such radiation therapy treatments are gener
limited to these same regions plus some volumes in t
vicinity ~e.g., volumes exposed to radiation ‘‘transferred’’ b
blocks or collimator multileaves!. Dose calculations are no
explicitly reported to other regions of the patient body, es
cially those far removed from the primary beams. These
accounted dose contributions include leakage radiation, d
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from photoneutrons and dose from induced radioactiv
originating in the patient’s body, in radiation equipment a
in treatment accessories.

The main source of the ‘‘contamination’’ radiation respo
sible for doses in body tissues outside of primary beam
the scattered radiation from the accelerator head. Meas
ments quantifying the dose from this radiation source v
considerably, but indicate that resulting dose is less t
2.5% of prescribed dose2 and show strong dependence o
treatment conditions and accelerator design.2 Therefore, any
comprehensive evaluation of the total contamination dos
a patient’s body will have to include the scatter radiatio
2849„10…Õ2849Õ6Õ$20.00 © 2003 Am. Assoc. Phys. Med.
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including secondary neutrons, from the accelerator head.
are currently involved in investigating this elaborate probl
and expect to present relevant results in the near fut
However, in this paper we aim to present results on par
dose contamination that originates from interactions in
primary exposed volumes of tissues of the patient’s bo
only. We calculate dose contributions from neutrons, proto
deuterons, tritons and He-3 that are produced at the tim
photoneutron interactions in the body and that would
have been accounted for by conventional radiation oncol
dosimetry.

Specifically, this paper is devoted to the study of pho
neutron generated particles from primary photon beams.
rationale to separate study of photoneutron dose from in
actions originating in the human body from photoneutr
dose from interactions originating in the accelerator hea
the distinct radiobiological effect of these two doses. Gen
ally, neutron production in the human body will be acco
panied by secondary short range heavy charged partic3

whose relative biological effectiveness~RBE! factor is
large.4 In contrast, the neutron production in the accelera
head will contribute dose to patients from neutrons that m
reach the body, but will not contribute secondary short ra
heavy charged particles since they will be absorbed in
chine head and shielding. Furthermore, when doses f
both types of neutron sources are scored together, it may
be possible to investigate their distinct contributions w
different RBE characteristics.5,6

METHODS

To exploit the potential of MCNPX code in radiotherap
applications the joint project between Radiation Transp
and Physics Group of Oak Ridge National Laboratory a
the Department of Radiation Oncology of Indiana Univers

FIG. 1. The ORNL adult male human phantom visible from anterior a
posterior.
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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has been initiated. The goal of the project is to design
comprehensive set of MCNPX simulations, and to colle
and interpret data of these simulations for the purpose
evaluating all therapeutic and radiation protection risks as
ciated with whole body dose and its neutron/heavy part
component.

This paper is devoted to the preliminary study in whic
assuming the simplified geometry of the radiotherapeu
source of photons, evaluation of the neutron flux and
photoneutron dose in a patient body accumulated durin
photon beam therapy is investigated. The goal of this inv
tigation is to study photoneutron dose from interactio
originating in human body only. To be consistent with t
above objective we initiate simulations without taking in
account accelerator beam lines. Instead we assume a
and straightforward geometry for the initial beam, free of a
contamination but characterized by realistic, clinical be
spectra. As far as beam spectra are concerned we use da
high-energy photon beams~18 MV–Varian Clinac HE and
25 MV–Elekta SL25! that are available in physica
literature.7,8 As far as beam geometry is concerned we
sume symmetrical distribution of particles’ tracks and dire
tions that closely represent the real distributions of incom
patient body photon rays. We presume that all photons or
nate from a point source and that they are ideally collima
so that their straight-line tracks form a pyramid that, at so
distanceL ~at the surface of the phantom!, defines a square in
the plane perpendicular to the beam’s central axis. Points
represent crossings of propagating particles with the pl
perpendicular to the central axis are distributed uniformly
the square. Moreover, we assume that when crossing
above plane particles travel strictly along rays emanat
from the point source. Thus no scattering of primary photo
happens before particles come to the square discussed a
and the distribution of particles’ directions at any point of t
square is~Dirac’s! delta function concentrated on the ang
defined by the direction of ray originating at point source a
crossing plane at point of interest.

The above-described beam of photons has been dire
in our simulations towards a humanoid model~ORNL Math-
ematical phantom;1 see Fig. 1. Table I, and Table II!. The
humanoid model accurately reflects proportions of isoto
abundances in various human tissues~Tables III, IV, and V!.
The MCNPX Monte Carlo dose calculations presented
this work seem to be the first Monte Carlo simulations
which truly representative model of the human body, as
as photonuclear interactions are concerned, has been inv
gated. Particular examples of these computations are
vided for the treatment of the brain by typical AP/PA plus le

TABLE I. Mathematical phantom distribution of materials. Three kinds
tissue are considered: lung, tissue, and bone.

Lung Tissue Bone Body total

Volume ~cm3! 3378.000 59 493.948 7045.260 69 917.20
Density ~g/cm3! 0.2958 0.9869 1.4862
Mass~g! 999.212 58 714.577 10 470.665 70 184.45
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and right laterals~each beam is 10310 cm at 100 cm SAD!,
and for the purpose of developing some intuitive assessm
of dose values in the simplest case, also for the case of si
lateral field. To this end photon beams with characteris
defined above are set on the humanoid phantom and
penetration from the surface of the body inside is simula
with the MCNPX ~version 2.2.6! code.

Simulations have been performed to provide answers
typical questions of dose contamination from photoneut
interactions within patient body. Doses reported have b
scored as averages over various organs. Therefore switc
off electron transport may be justifiable for most simulatio
of this type. In the case of OFF electron transport, second
electrons are forced to deposit their energy in the spa
point where they are generated. The first case considered
a simple simulation of treatment with single photon be
directed towards Mathematical Phantom head. Doses f
different types of particles in Gy for distinct parts of pha
tom head for single 25 MV beam~Elekta SL25! are reported
in Table VI. 5E106 primary photons were simulated.

The second treatment considered was a simulation
clinically realistic beam arrangement of four fields, AP/P
and right/left laterals. Two cases of treatment, one for bea
of energies 25 MV~Elekta SL25! and the second one fo
beams of energies 18 MV~Varian Clinac HE! have been
simulated. Prescribed dose is also equal to 2 Gy at isoce
Reported data have been scored for transport with ‘‘switc
ON’’ electron tracing only. 5E107 primary photons were
simulated. For the case of the second treatment the impo
parameters of contamination dose evaluation were ratio
doses from different types of particles to photon doses

TABLE II. Weight factors for elements in lung, muscles and bone tissues u
in mathematical phantom.

Lung Tissue Bone

H 0.1021 0.1047 0.0704
C 0.1001 0.2302 0.2279
N 0.0280 0.0234 0.0387
O 0.7596 0.6321 0.4856
Na 0.0019 0.0013 0.0032
Mg 0.0 0.0002 0.0011
P 0.0008 0.0024 0.0694
S 0.0023 0.0022 0.0017
Cl 0.0027 0.0014 0.0014
K 0.0020 0.0021 0.0015
Ca 0.0001 0.0 0.0991
Fe 0.0004 0.0 0.0

TABLE III. Abundant isotopes in the brain with (g,n) thresholds below 15
MeV.

Isotope % natural abundance Threshold~MeV!

N-14 99.63 10.55
Na-23 100. 12.42
P-31 100. 12.3
Cl-35 75.77 12.65
K-39 93.26 13.08
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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tained for various organs and body parts of the upper par
the phantom torso. Doses for the second treatment are
ported in Tables VII and VIII. Relative uncertainties for the
are also included in tables.

RESULTS

Doses from photons and doses from secondary parti
originating in photonuclear reactions in tissue for brain tre
ments have been compiled for various areas of the head
torso in our report. This has been done for regions direc
exposed to the primary beam of photons and also for reg
that lay at some distance from the primary beam trajector
In particular, doses in sensitive areas of face and eye tha
not exposed to primary irradiation have been calculated
well as doses to the thyroid, lung and ribs. The fraction
neutron dose relative to photon dose for particles that or
nate from interactions in the human body has been foun
increase generally with the distance from regions direc
exposed to primary beams. This increase may be even m
significant as far as ratio of dose equivalent is concerned
to relative increase with the distance of low energy neutr
associated with high dose equivalent factor.4–6 The main fac-
tor responsible for this somewhat unexpected behavior
dose ratios from scattered neutrons and scattered photo
more isotropic property of neutron scattering than pho
scattering. In consequence, we observe that the relative
portance of neutrons as a contributor to the total body d
equivalent in radiation therapy may need upward adjustm
Still the overall contribution of dose equivalent from ne
trons produced in the patient body remains, according to
calculations~in regions not exposed to direct irradiation! at

edTABLE IV. Rare isotopes in the brain with lower (g,n) thresholds.

Isotope
% natural
abundance

Threshold
~MeV!

Gram
in body

H-2 0.015 2.2 2.1
C-13 1.1 4.95 190.6
O-17 0.038 4.14 17.3
O-18 0.2 8.04 96.65
Mg-25 10 7.33 2.39
S-33 0.75 8.64 1.15
K-40 0.012 7.8 0.017

TABLE V. Ranking of the isotopes for production of neutrons in the bra
Column absolute represents amount of neutrons generated per inc
photon.

Isotope Absolute %

O-17 2.600E206 45.61
S-32 1.200E206 21.05
N-14 7.000E207 12.28
Na-23 4.000E207 7.02
C-12 2.000E207 3.51
O-18 2.000E207 3.51
K-40 2.000E207 3.51
S-33 1.000E207 1.75
N-15 1.000E207 1.75
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TABLE VI. Doses from different types of particles in Gy for distinct parts of phantom head for single 25
beam~Elekta SL25!. Prescribed dose is equal to 2 Gy at isocenter. Data are given for transport with ‘‘swi
ON’’ and ‘‘switched OFF’’ secondary electron tracing in MCNPX. In the case of ‘‘switched OFF’’ elect
transport, secondary electrons are forced to deposit their energy in the spatial point where they were ge
5E106 primary photons were simulated.

Particle Organ

Dose~Gy!

Secondarye
transport ON

Secondarye
transport OFF

Gamma Face 5.359E202 (0.03) 5.370E202 (0.03)
Brain 2.0000E100 (0.03) 2.001E100 (0.03)
Skull 4.725E201 (0.03) 4.730E201 (0.03)
2 eyes 1.042E202 (0.03) 1.028E202 (0.03)

Neutrons Face 2.058E206 (0.20) 2.436E206 (0.18)
Brain 1.955E205 (0.13) 1.698E205 (0.12)
Skull 1.050E205 (0.12) 1.108E205 (0.13)
2 eyes 9.709E208 (0.70) 6.381E208 (0.90)

Protons Face 3.842E206 (0.05) 3.825E206 (0.05)
Brain 1.688E204 (0.08) 1.688E204 (0.08)
Skull 8.730E205 (0.13) 8.731E205 (0.14)
2 eyes

Deuterons Face 2.350E209 (0.58) 2.350E209 (0.58)
Brain 3.362E207 (0.15) 3.362E207 (0.14)
Skull 7.668E208 (0.60) 7.668E208 (0.51)
2 eyes

Alphas Face 1.384E206 (0.08) 1.386E206 (0.09)
Brain 5.472E205 (0.02) 5.463E205 (0.04)
Skull 2.316E205 (0.03) 2.299E205 (0.03)
2 eyes

TABLE VII. Doses from different types of particles in Gy for distinct parts of phantom head for four-field
beam treatment with 25 MV beam~Elekta SL25! and 18 MV beam~Varian Clinac HE!. Prescribed dose is equa
to 2 Gy at isocenter. Data are given for transport with ‘‘switched ON’’ electron tracing. 5E107 primary photons
were simulated.

Particle Organ

Dose~Gy!

Elekta ~25 MV! Varian ~18 MeV!

Gamma Face 4.536E202 (0.01) 4.666E202 (0.01)
Brain 2.000E100 (0.01) 2.000E100 (0.01)
Skull 3.920E201 (0.01) 3.927E201 (0.01)
Left eye 3.705E202 (0.01) 4.211E202 (0.01)
Right eye 3.701E202 (0.01) 4.238E202 (0.01)

Neutrons Face 1.988E206 (0.06) 1.217E206 (0.09)
Brain 1.945E205 (0.04) 1.154E205 (0.05)
Skull 8.382E206 (0.04) 5.418E206 (0.05)
Left eye 2.031E205 (0.31) 8.536E206 (0.53)
Right eye 3.390E206 (0.57) 4.235E206 (0.56)

Protons Face 3.533E206 (0.01) 2.134E206 (0.02)
Brain 1.704E204 (0.01) 1.055E204 (0.01)
Skull 6.966E205 (0.04) 4.185E205 (0.07)
Left eye 5.636E208 (0.68) 1.751E208 (0.57)
Right eye 7.224E209 (0.58) 9.236E209 (0.83)

Deuterons Face 1.126E208 (0.21) 3.534E209 (0.25)
Brain 3.934E207 (0.04) 1.851E207 (0.06)
Skull 1.126E207 (0.12) 5.668E208 (0.19)
Left eye
Right eye

Alphas Face 1.061E206 (0.03) 7.252E207 (0.03)
Brain 5.536E205 (0.01) 3.685E205 (0.01)
Skull 1.917E205 (0.01) 1.247E205 (0.01)
Left eye
Left eye
l. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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TABLE VIII. Ratio of doses from different types of particles to photon doses for various organs and body parts. Relative uncertainties are inc
parenthesis.~* ! mark means that statistical error was not defined due to low count of events in simulation. Photon dose in Gy is listed in right colu
case of 2 Gy dose at isocenter for irradiation by single 25 MV beam~Elekta SL25!. The relative uncertainty is 0.01 with 1E108 primary photon histories.

Ratio of the dose for various particles to the photon dose
Photon dose,

GyNeutron Proton Deuteron Alpha

Face 4.03E205 (0.05) 7.77E205 (0.01) 2.38E207 (0.13) 2.46E205 (0.02) 7.925E202
Brain 1.03E205 (0.03) ;8.45E205 (* ) 1.87E207 (0.03) ;2.75E205 (* ) 2.000E100
Skull 2.07E205 (0.03) ;1.80E204 (* ) 2.70E207 (0.1) 4.88E205 (0.01) 4.094E201
Left eye 4.34E204 (0.58) 1.362E205
Right eye 7.53E205 (0.53) 4.64E209 (0.87) 2.528E205
Thyroid 1.85E204 (0.55) 2.11E209 (0.39) 4.793E205
Thymus 1.66E206 (0.99) 7.58E208 (0.99) 8.302E206
Left lung 4.98E204 (0.45) 1.36E209 (0.35) 8.208E205
Right lung 8.98E205 (0.54) 4.04E209 (0.47) 1.413E204
Spine 1.54E204 (0.23) 3.71E208 (0.96) 7.094E204
Left scapulae 2.00E204 (0.57) 3.90E209 (0.56) 3.283E205
Right scapulae 1.14E205 (0.64) 2.02E210 (0.76) 8.434E205
Left clavicle 7.23E204 (0.46) 2.49E209 (0.99) 2.736E205
Right clavicle 2.81E204 (0.41) 2.11E209 (0.75) 6.208E205
Upper torso 1.71E204 (0.13) 4.65E206 (0.13) 1.25E207 (0.71) 4.151E203
Top rib 2.97E207 (0.99) 4.35E210 (0.99) 2.057E205
Second rib 1.59E204 (0.78) 1.26E209 (0.79) 3.019E205
Third rib 5.46E205 (0.58) 5.60E207 (0.99) 4.547E205
Fourth rib 1.73E204 (0.32) 1.79E209 (0.62) 7.132E205
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least one order of magnitude lower than the dose equiva
from gamma~g! radiation. Please, notice that the above co
parison is for the dose equivalent and not the dose itself~as
presented in our tables! where the difference between ne
tron and photon dose component is evaluated as varying
to 4 orders of magnitude.

It is interesting to note that the dose in tissue expose
primary beam channels from some of the charged parti
~e.g., protons and alphas! produced in photonuclear reaction
~see Tables VII and VIII! is higher than the dose deposite
by neutrons produced in these reactions. This, in turn, sh
that for ~g-n! threshold reactions, charged particles are em
ted inside the human body during routine therapeutic irrad
tions more often than it is generally perceived.

DISCUSSION

Dose from secondary and induced sources are unin
tional and are generally of low levels. Still, their biologic
effect may have unintended negative consequences, e
cially in vulnerable patient populations like children an
women of child bearing potential. Ideally, these ‘‘contamin
tion’’ sources of radiation would be accounted for or reas
ably quantified for complete understanding of dose dep
tion.

Secondary particles subsequent to photoneutron reac
inside a patient’s body provide certain contribution to t
whole body dose, and their high value of RBE increases
overall risks associated with the whole body exposure. N
withstanding the fact that this dose is miniscule by comp
son to primary dose to target this dose is not negligible fr
the point of view of long term medical consequence.4–6

There are two other factors that make investigations
contamination dose especially relevant. Both are relate
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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potential increase of dose to the whole body during rad
therapy treatments delivered with the most modern equ
ment. First, the total body dose increases~quite proportion-
ally due to the leakage radiation and photoneutr
contamination! with increasing number of monitor units ut
lized during MLC IMRT treatments. Second, MLC IMRT
capable accelerators have more complex treatment head
sign, with more scattering elements than a conventional,
MLC treatment machine. The work by Gudowska9,10 shows
that the increase in accelerator head complexity leads
considerable enhancement of the neutron flux. In light of
these considerations it seems essential to look for tools
pable of providing accurate, reliable and fairly economic
determination of dose to the whole patient body for all typ
of external beam radiation treatments. This paper dem
strates that specific questions related to contamination d
can be treated successfully by Monte Carlo codes and i
cates that complete evaluation of contamination doses ca
provided through this approach. Moreover, this methodolo
does not require specialized equipment for time consum
measurements and is also flexible for various possible
narios of radiation utilization in clinic.11,12 Until recently,
however, generic codes suitable for these applications h
not been available and development of dedicated to this t
of dose modeling software was a task beyond means of
radiation therapy department. Fortunately, the latest com
lation of the full IAEA library of photoneutron cross
sections,13 and its integration with the MCNPX Monte Carl
code,14 created the tool that is very well suited for the pu
pose. This computational device allows modeling, of t
photoneutron and induced radioactivity components to d
at any region of the patient body and allows also evaluat
risks of dose exposure to medical personnel involved in
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2854 Difilippo et al. : Contamination dose 2854
diation therapy treatments. In contrast, measurements
doses from contaminating radiation can be intricate. Mo
over, the empirical collection of data is not very useful
situations when new equipment is introduced and new us
the equipment~new treatment techniques! is proposed. In
such situations it is desirable to know the impact of the
innovations on risks involved beforehand while empiric
data are available after implementation only.15

CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated in this paper that MCNPX c
is an appropriate tool for calculating comprehensive data
the photonuclear component of the dose distribution in p
ton radiation therapy. In particular, it has been shown t
MCNPX can be used for evaluation of dose from a variety
particles produced in photo-nuclear reactions inside pat
body. This dose has not generally been calculated before
radiation therapy treatments and it can potentially be of c
sequence due to high LET values of some of the partic
that contribute to this contamination.

The geometry of the human body can be closely mode
for the purpose of these dose calculations by ORNL Ma
ematical Human Phantom. Taking into account the flexibi
of geometrical modeling in the MCNPX code, as well
modeling of beam shaping devices, it can be expected
the same code can be used successfully for modeling of
dose contribution from contaminating radiation originati
in MLC equipped machine heads as well as from pati
bodies and all equipment inside the treatment room. T
expectation indicates the direction of future research in
area of complete and accurate evaluation of contamina
doses in radiotherapy treatments. This research requires
NPX code capabilities in simulating entire beam lines
clinical, linear accelerators, simulating the formation of
dioactive sources in all equipment and patient and calcu
subsequently contaminating dose to the whole patient as
as to personnel involved in delivery of radiotherapy tre
ments.
Medical Physics, Vol. 30, No. 10, October 2003
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